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analysis of the results

The five most successful
companies will be awarded
as „Successful Practice“

Best-practice sharing between
successful practice companies in
company visits

Additionally, there will be a draw for the following prizes:
1x Participation in RWTH Aachen University Certificate Course “Managing
Product Complexity” 2018
1x Participation in Complexity Management Congress 2018
2x Participation in a seminar of your choice at the Complexity Management
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Today,

our global and national market structures are changing at a
speed not known so far. Traditional market structures are broken
up
by
trends
such
as
digitization,
globalization
and
individualization. This can be seen in technological advances and
innovations, resulting in marketable products and services.

In

this environment, Product and Portfolio Management faces both
market and technology dynamics, which from a sales perspective as
well as from a technical perspective on the one hand challenge product
managers’ strategic work. On the other hand, new approaches to solve
common challenges emerge from technological progress and sales
opportunities emerge form market disruptions.

To identify factors of a successful and sustainable Product and Portfolio Management in a
suchlike environment, the Complexity Management Academy and the Laboratory for Machine
Tools and Production Engineering WZL at RWTH Aachen University are executing an
international benchmarking study in cooperation with an industrial consortium.

Please use this benchmarking to critically assess your strategy in Product and Portfolio
Management and to be informed about successful approaches, resulting from the study. We
would be delighted to have you as a participant in our study.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirt. Ing. Günther Schuh
The industrial consortium

Your effort
Completion of the questionnaire will take approx. 30 minutes
Further procedure
If successful approaches are identified in your company during the analysis of the questionnaire,
we would like to conduct a telephone interview with you.
Resulting from the interviews, we will create anonymous case studies whereof five are selected
as successful practice companies by the industrial consortium.
These will then be visited by the consortium and the further successful practice companies to
facilitate a best-practice sharing among the leading companies in professional Product and
Portfolio Management.
Confidentiality
We assure you that your information will be handled with upmost discretion and
confidentiality. The results of the study will be analyzed in anonymized form and based on
statistical data.

PRODUCT AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Product Management
accompanies a product
from the creation through
the distribution and forms
the continuous
organizational interface for
many sequentially working
departments

Portfolio Management is
to be seen as a strategic
task, coordinating products
and services within a
comprehensive framework,
capturing market needs with
the company’s technological
competencies

The study aims at a comprehensive elaboration of successful and sustainable
approaches within the main functions of Product and Portfolio Management in industrial
practice:
Based on an effective Market Intelligence, relevant market and competitive information
is gathered to be translated into product ideas. Product ideas are subsequently being
evaluated with respect to economic and technical performance indicators before New
Product Development is initiated. During the whole life cycle, single products as well as
diverse portfolios are continuously being controlled and optimized as part of the
Lifecycle Management. Since IT-Tools are increasingly being utilized in the
environment of Product and Portfolio Management, successful approaches in this regard
will equally be considered as practical types of Organizational Implementation.
Thus, the questionnaire is structured as indicated by the framework below.

Allgemeine Daten

General company data

IT-Tools

Market
Intelligence

New Product
Development

Organizational Implementation

Lifecycle
Management

General company data

Your contact information
Feel free to add your business card!
Company:
Title, First & Last name:
Street, No.:
Zip code & City:
Country:
Telephone:
E-mail address:

1.1 Please answer the following questions about yourself.
Which job title best describes your responsibilities?
CEO

Head of Product Management

Head of Marketing

Head of Sales

Head of R&D

Divisional Head of
Product Management

Product Manager

Project Leader

Other: __________

This questionnaire is being completed for …
The company

The division: _____________________

1.2 Please answer the following general questions about your company.
Which sector best describes your company/ division?
Automotive

Consumer goods

Medical technology

Chemical industry

Pharmaceutical

Energy

Aerospace

Toolmaking

Materials

Food

Electronics

Land machines

IT & Communication

Machinery &
Plant engineering

Processing

Other: _______

What kind of products does your company/ division primarily distribute?
Components
(1 - 10 parts)

Assemblies
(approx. 100 parts)

Machines
(approx. 1,000 parts)

Plants (approx.
10,000 parts)

Goods of the
processing industry

IT products

Services

Other: _______

Which production approach does your company/ division mainly apply?
Make-to-Stock

Make-to-Order/
Assemble-to-Order

Configure-to-Order

Engineer-to-Order

Where is your company/ division situated on the value chain? (Multiple answers possible)
OEM/
System integrator
The real net output
ratio of a company’s
product describes the
proportion of in-house
production on total
production of the
product being offered
to the market.

Tier 2/ Component or
modular supplier

Tier 3/
Parts supplier

Other industrial services
In percent, how much is the average real net output ratio of your products?
<20%

21 - 40%

41 - 60%

>60%

Which proportion of offered product variants represents ~ 80 % of a year’s revenue in your
company? (An estimation is sufficient)
<20%
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Tier 1/
System supplier

21 - 40%

41 - 60%

>60%

Where are the following corporate functions located?
North
America

South
America

Central
Europe

Eastern
Europe

Africa

Russia

Asia

Product & Portfolio
Management
Production
Sales

General company data

1.2 Please answer the following general questions about your company.

R&D

1.3 Please answer the following questions concerning Product and Portfolio Management
in your company.
How long has Product and Portfolio Management been part of your organization?
1 - 4 years

Not embedded

5 - 10 years

>10 years

How many employees currently work in Product and Portfolio Management?
11 - 50

<10

51 - 200

>200

Which positive effects have you witnessed since Product and Portfolio Management has been
introduced? (Multiple answers possible)
No positive effects

Better understanding of the
customers’ demands

Shorter
Time-to-Market

Better collaboration between
departments

Better control of product variety

Increased level of
innovation

Other:________
How are the employees in Product and Portfolio Management qualified? (Proportion in %)
Mechanical
Engineering

Electrical
Engineering

%

IT/
Software

%

Business economists/
Commercial staff

%

Other: _______

%

%

1.4 Please answer the following questions concerning your product portfolio.
How many product lines does
your company offer today?

1-5

6 - 10

11 - 50

>50

On average, how many derivatives
does one product line consist of?

1 - 10

11 - 50

51 - 100

>100

On average, how many sellable product variants/
configurations do the offered derivates consist of?

1.5 Please indicate the following key figures for the last fiscal year.
Number of employees

<50

50 - 250

251 - 1.000

1,001 - 10.000

>10,000

Revenue (Mio. USD)

<10

10 - 100

101 – 1,000

1,001 – 5,000

>5,000

EBIT margin (in %)

1 - 2%

3 - 5%

6 - 10%

11 - 15%

>15%

1.6 How have the following key figures developed in the last three years?
Revenue

< -10%

-10% to -5%

-4% to +4%

+5% to +10%

> +10%

Market share

< -10%

-10% to -5%

-4% to +4%

+5% to +10%

> +10%

EBIT

< -10%

-10% to -5%

-4% to +4%

+5% to +10%

> +10%

ROI

< -10%

-10% to -5%

-4% to +4%

+5% to +10%

> +10%

A product line
describes a range of
complementary
products that are
equipped with similar
functions. Sales is
often executed using
one name for all
products of the product
line.
A derivative is a subunit of a product line
that e.g. might be
designed for a specific
application and
therefore differs itself
from other derivatives
of the same product
line.
A product variant is a
complete configuration
of a derivative that is
available to customers.
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Which forms of organizational structure have proven success in industrial practice
and which skills are required to establish a sustainable Product and Portfolio
Management?

Organizational
Implementation

The organizational representation of the interface between market knowledge and technological
expertise as a distinct Product and Portfolio Management department has recently gained in
importance in industrial practice. As various forms of organizational implementation are broadly
discussed, the following part aims at identifying how your company institutionalized a professional
Product and Portfolio Management and which skills and competencies are being considered
most relevant to ensure sustainable performance of your company’s Product and Portfolio
Management.

Organizational form

2.1 Please answer the following general questions concerning the organizational form of
your company’s Product and Portfolio Management.
How is Product and Portfolio Management currently embedded in your company?
Product and Portfolio Management is
situated directly under the company’s
general management.

Product and Portfolio Management is a
part of the marketing department.

Product and Portfolio Management is a part
of the R&D department.

Product and Portfolio Management is a
part of the sales department.

Product and Portfolio Management forms a
distinct department.

Other: __________________________

How are the following decision making competencies distributed in your company’s Product
and Portfolio Management? (For explanation see chart below)

Example
The market launch date
for a product can be
centrally defined for a
single sales market and
across several products
(I market oriented) or it
can be centrally defined
for a single product line
across several sales
markets (II product
oriented). Alternatively,
market launches can be
timed by decentralized,
self-sufficient entities (III
decentralized).

Decision making competence

I

II

III

Market launch date for new products
Selection and prioritization of requirements
Determination of product prices
Timing and scope of product updates
Discontinuation of a product
Chart - Explanation

I Market oriented and centralized
Sales markets
A
Product lines

Distribution of decision
making competencies

B

decision making competence
across several product lines

C

II Product oriented and centralized

1
2

III
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I

II

decision making competence
across several sales markets

III Decentralized decision making
competence

Please evaluate the following trends regarding their significance during the last
organizational restructuring, that affected Product and Portfolio Management.

Trends

No significance

Increase in globally distributed sales markets
Increase in variants offered to the market
Increase in service offerings
Increase in digital product scopes
Spread of agile product development
Date of last restructuring
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Consideration during
restructuring

Reason for
restructuring

2.2 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the tasks and competencies of
Product and Portfolio Management.
With the following departments, Product and Portfolio Management has clearly defined
interfaces and separation of tasks in terms of time and content throughout the complete
product lifecycle.
Strongly
Strongly
Departments
disagree
agree

Tasks and
competencies

Production
Product development

Organizational
Implementation

Sales
Service
Marketing
Quality management
Controlling
Please evaluate the following competencies regarding their significance as job requirements
for employees and executives in Product and Portfolio Management.
Not a job
requirement

Competence

Relevant job
requirement

Essential job
requirement

System thinking (understanding of
customers’ application of own products)
IT knowledge
International orientation and cross-cultural fit
Conflict solving and communication skills
Technological expertise
Entrepreneurial and economic skills
Other: ____________________________

Performance
measurement

2.3 Please name which indicators are applied in your company to measure the
performance of product managers.
Applied

Not applied

Performance indicators
Revenue
Contribution margin/ profit
Innovative capacity in products/ processes/ business models
Project success rate

(=

Number of products introduced to market
Number of launched development projects )

Reduction of Time-to-Market
Market share and growth
Strategic orientation of product portfolio
Customer satisfaction
Other: ______________________________________
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Which are state of the art methods, enabling a professional Product and Portfolio
Management in terms of systematically utilizing data from markets and customers
to establish a comprehensive Market Intelligence?

The main task of a strategic Market Intelligence is to comprehensively understand relevant market
and competitive information. While various channels have traditionally been utilized to acquire
comprehensive and accurate information, BigData methods promise to be an appropriate aid in this
regard. Moreover data from operation and use of products in the field are being utilized to
extend knowledge about market and customer behavior. The following part will ascertain, whether a
systematic and data-driven Market Intelligence is already implemented in your company.
Market and
competitive
information

3.1 Bitte
2.1
Please
schätzen
evaluate
Sie
thedie
following
Güte Ihrer
statements
Market Intelligence
concerning anhand
the market
der and
folgenden
competitive
Aussagen
ein.information available to your company.
Please evaluate the quality of the following market information available to you.
Very
imprecise

Rather
imprecise

Rather
precise

Absolutely
precise

Sales development
Price points/
willingness to pay
Customers’ needs

Market Intelligence

Market trends
Please evaluate the quality of the following competitive information available to you.
Very
imprecise

Rather
imprecise

Rather
precise

Absolutely
precise

Prices
Current
development projects
Planned
product variants
Technical
specifications
Please evaluate the following statements concerning the handling of market related
information.
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
Every employee in the company knows where
and how market related information is
documented.
Every product manager in the company knows
where market related information can be
retrieved.
Market related information is available to
every product manager in the correct form,
language and level of detail.

3.2 Please answer the following questions concerning the structured acquisition of market
related information. (Multiple answers possible)
Which criteria are used to segment your sales markets?
Sales markets are
Regions
Willingness to pay
not segmented
Environmental
Customers’
Field of application
influences
company size

Performance class
User behavior

Other: ________
Which sources do you use to access market and competitive information in new sales
markets (e.g. emerging economies)?
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LinkedIn/ Xing

Industry media

Studies

Sales partners

Literature

Customer audits

Industry events

Trade fairs

Customer feedback

Market research

Patent applications

Other: ________

3.2 Please answer the following questions concerning the structural acquisition of market
related information. (Multiple answers possible)
Which sources do you use to access market and competitive information in existing sales
markets?
LinkedIn/ Xing

Industry media

Studies

Sales partners

Literature

Customer audits

Industry events

Trade fairs

Customer feedback

Market research

Patent applications

Other: ________

3.3 Please evaluate the following statements regarding the utilization of BigData in the
context of market related information. (Multiple answers possible)

Data usage

BigData methods are used to acquire and analyze market related information…

…systematically.

…sporadically.

…in the future.

…not in the future.

We use BigData methods to…
… structurally represent large
amount of data.
… generate recommended
actions.

… recognize patterns in large
amount of data.

… predict market
developments.

Other: ___________

BigData methods are used to analyze the following information:
Sales predictions

Price points/ willingness to pay

Customers’ needs

Other: ___________

Market trends

We use the following BigData methods:
Natural Language Processing

Predictive Analytics

Cluster Analysis

Text Mining

Data Mining

Dynamic Pricing

Prescriptive Analytics

Online Analytical Processing

Price Monitoring

The term BigData
The
term
BigData
refers
to large
refers
to large
data
data
sets
that are
sets that
are
collected
from
collected
from
diverse
sources,
diverse
sources, e.g.
e.g. intelligent
intelligent
agents,
agents, social
socialprocess
media,
media,
process
monitoring
monitoring
systems,smartsmartsystems,
metering
applications
metering
orapplications
human assisting
or
gadgets.
These data
human assisting
sets are
stored,
gadgets.
These
data
processed
and
sets
are stored,
analyzed using
processed
and
special
solutions.
analyzed
using
dedicated solutions.

Market Intelligence

continue with 3.4

Other: ___________

3.4 Please evaluate the following statements regarding the utilization of operational and
usage data. (Multiple answers possible)
Operational and usage data is used in Product and Portfolio Management…

…systematically.

…sporadically.

…in the future.

…not in the future.

continue on page 10

Operational and
usage data is
product related
information that is
generated and
collected while the
product is being used
by the customer.

We use the following operational and usage data:
Maintenance and service data

Log and protocol data

Sensory data

Performance data

Location data

Other: ________

We use the following sources to collect operational and usage data:
Fleet portal

Dedicated sensors

Social media

Connectivity solutions

Apps

Other: ________

Collecting operational and usage data aims at …
…better understanding our
customers’ needs.

…better understanding the
application settings.

… optimizing offer
bundling.

…better understanding use
behavior.

…optimizing technical
design.

Other: ________
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How can Product and Portfolio Management efficiently and effectively participate
in prioritization, planning and execution of product development projects?

In the following part, it will be we ascertained, how systematically the selection and prioritization of
product development projects is conducted by your company’s Product and Portfolio Management.
The role of your Product and Portfolio Management as a development project’s key stakeholder in
terms of defining and managing requirements will equally be investigated as the applied methods
to effectively scale prices and performances within the product portfolio.

4.1 Please estimate the following average indicators of product development.
Proportion and type of completed development projects in the last three years:
Level of Innovation: Market
New, known
market

Level of Innovation:
Product

Existing market

New, unknown
market

Product variety

%

%

%

Incremental
innovation

%

%

%

Radical
innovation

%

%

%

Change of the average duration of successfully completed development projects in the last
three years:
< -20%

-20% to -10%

-9% to +10%

+11% to +20%

> +20%

61 - 80%

> 80%

6 - 10 years

> 10 years

Project success rate (for a definition see 2.3):

New Product
Development

< 20%

20 - 40%

41 - 60%

Average payback time of development projects:
< 1 year

1 - 2 years

3 - 5 years

Average level of goal achievement of development projects in the last three years:
Goal was not
at all achieved

Goal was
fully achieved

Duration of development
Budget of development
Target costs (product costs)
Quality (market conformity)

Selection and
prioritization of
development projects

4.2 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the selection and prioritization of
development projects in your company.
Strongly
disagree
Development projects are clearly and consequently
selected and prioritized using predefined criteria.
Development resources are provided in
accordance with the project prioritization.
The level of prioritization is known by all
employees who are involved.
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Strongly
agree

4.2 Please answer the following questions concerning the selection and prioritization of
development projects in your company.
Which criteria are used in your company to select and prioritize development projects from a
product perspective?
Expectation of revenue

Investment costs

Substitutability

Competitive situation

Increase in performance
for customer

Product complexity

Level of innovation

Technological uncertainty

Other: _______________

Which criteria are used in your company to select and prioritize development projects from a
product portfolio perspective?
No criteria

Cannibalization effects

Level of portfolio innovation

Variety costs
(complexity costs)

Strategic fit

Other: _______________

4.3 Please answer the following questions concerning the acquisition of requirements
during product development.

Requirements
management

Please classify your company regarding the following statements.
Following the theory of agile product
development, requirements are
systematically specified during the
development process.

Please evaluate the following statements regarding the acquisition of requirements in your
company.
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
Requirements are documented at a central
location, known to all involved employees.
We have a process that allows us to add and
change requirements during the development
process.
By implementing agile methods, our ability to
flexibly handle dynamic requirement changes
has increased.
In which way do you actively include customers into the acquisition of requirements?
No active
customer inclusion

Focus groups

Lead user

Interviews

Beta testing

Customer audits

Research projects

Other: ______

How do you identify future customer needs?
No specific method

Voice of the
Customer

Customer process
journey

Job to be done

User story

Reframing

Design Thinking

Other: ______

Agile methods in
requirements
engineering are
characterized by
the active
consideration of
incomplete and
volatile
requirements.
Scrum is one of the
most widely spread
methods. Hereby,
the most prioritized
requirements are
determined at the
beginning of the
development
process and are
used as
development
specifications for a
timed development
cycle (sprint).

New Product
Development

Extensive market research, product planning
and business analysis are conducted at the
beginning of the product development to
generate a complete product requirements
document.
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4.4 Please answer the following questions concerning the structuring of requirements
during product development.
Bitte geben
Sie your
an, welche
derregarding
genanntenthe
Ausprägungen
eher auf Ihr Unternehmen zutrifft.
Please
classify
company
following statements.
The documentation of requirements is done
individually by each product manager following
their own principals.

The documentation is done by following a
globally predefined process with defined
tools.

Please evaluate the following statements regarding the structuring of requirements in your
company.
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
There are pre-defined standards regarding the
level of detail for all requirements.
Requirements are prioritized with respect to
criticality (e.g. must, should, could).
We use different categories of requirements.
There is a clear distinction between general
and variant/ market specific requirements.
How do you ensure the formal correctness and comparability of requirements?
Standardized
structure

Standardized
text components

Standardized requirements catalogues

Other: ___________

4.5 Please answer the following questions concerning the transfer of requirements into
the product development phase.

New Product
Development

Please classify your company regarding the following statements.
Multiple check backs and coordination cycles
are needed after transferring the requirements
from product management to the product
development department.

Requirements are immediately feasible after
being handed over by product management
to the product development department.

Please evaluate the following statements regarding the transfer of requirements to the
product development.
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Requirements are accessible for every person
involved in the development.
The sources of the requirements are transparent
and can be traced back, e.g. to the user need.
Standardized requirements are clearly linked
to standardized solution elements (e.g.
technologies or parts).
Effects of changed requirements on further
requirements are transparent and
understandable.
Effects of changed requirements on
components are transparent and
understandable.
How do you transfer requirements into the product development phase? (Multiple answers
possible)
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Product
requirement document

Functional specification

Scrum

Extreme programming

Feature driven development

Other: ______

Kanban

4.6 Please evaluate the following statements concerning sales of product variants.
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

The sales employee is always aware whether
they sell a standard or special product variant.

Price and
performance scaling

All employees in the sales department are able
to explain the differences between the offered
product variants to customers.
Our customers are able to understand the
differences between the offered product
variants.

4.7 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the internal handling of product
variants in your company.
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

For existing markets, Product and Portfolio
Management is aware of all product scopes that
are crucial for product differentiation in
customers’ perception.
As for existing markets, the product scopes
crucial for differentiation in new markets (e.g.
emerging economies) are known as well.

Product scopes crucial
for product
differentiation are
especially relevant to
customers as they help
to differentiate products
both across a
company’s portfolio as
well as towards
competitive products.

Particular product scopes relevant for
differentiation are intentionally combined in
distinct modules/ components.

4.8 Please answer the following questions concerning the methods used in price and
performance scaling. (Multiple answers possible)
How do you identify product scopes relevant for product differentiation?
No specific method

Conjoint analysis

Lead user

Other: _________

Quality function
deployment

Kano model

New Product
Development

Our product portfolio is organized in one (or
more) modular product platform(s).

How do you structure multi-variant product lines?
No specific method

Product variants as combination of
features and properties

Price/ performance
diagrams

Product variants as combination
of components

Corner variants as anchoring
products

Other: ________

Which indicators are significant for product pricing?
Product costs and
target margin

Competitive
prices

Customers’
willingness to pay

Other: ________

Which methods are applied to actively influence the purchasing behavior of your customers?
Introduction of high-priced product variants to achieve positive perception of moderately
priced variants
Product bundling to create high-margin configurations
Offering of subsidized standard variants
Other: ____________________
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What are best practices in successfully managing and optimizing single products
as well as diverse portfolios throughout the whole life cycle?

Highly dynamic market developments and resulting changes of customers’ preferences require
shorter product lifecycles and frequent improvement of existing products. Indicator based methods
are used to measure both the performance of individual products in the market and the performance
of the whole product portfolio. As a consequence, measures are initiated that range from product
refinement to product discontinuation. In the following part, the methods used by your company to
continuously optimize product and portfolio performance during the product lifecycle are
evaluated. Moreover, methods and strategies, being currently applied in your company’s release
management are investigated.

Product and portfolio
optimization

5.1 Please state to what extent the following indicators are considered for product
performance optimization in your company.

Indicators

Indicator
not
used

Indicator
seldom
used

Monitoring of
Indicator’s target
indicator along
value is
entire product lifecycle
predefined

Contribution margin
Sales
Sales growth
Market share
New customers ratio
Return on investment
Price implementation
Lost orders
Product complaints
After-sales revenue
Other: ___________

Lifecycle Management

5.2 Please state to what extent the following indicators are considered for portfolio
performance optimization. Additionally, please estimate the development of the
indicators in the last three years.

Indicators

Indicator
not
used

Number of sellable
product variants
Revenue per sellable
product variant
Portfolio-fit
(=

No. of products sold
)
No. of sellable product variants

Level of standardization
Other: ___________
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Indicator
is
used

Significant
decrease
(min. - 20%)

No
significant
change

Significant
increase
(min. + 20%)

5.3 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the application of indicators of
product and portfolio optimization.
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

The relevant indicators are acquired
automatically.
The relevant indicators are compulsory used
for decision making and decision tracking.
The relevant indicators and targets are
transparently accessible to the employees of
Product and Portfolio Management.
Deviations from targets are immediately
recognized by the responsible product
manager.

5.4 Please complete the following statements regarding release management in your
company.

Release-Management

In the last three years, the extent (content) of individual product releases after market launch
has been…
… reduced.

… not changed.

… increased.

In the last three years, the frequency of product releases after market launch has been…
… reduced.

… not changed.

… increased.

Both contents and timing of market launches are…
… not systematically
documented.

… documented in
different roadmaps.

… documented in
a single roadmap.

The term release
management describes
the planning,
combination as well as
timely scaling and
distribution of updates
and technical changes
to the product portfolio.

5.5 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the adaptability of your products
during the use phase.
Strongly
agree

A certain level of freedom for product adaptions
during the use phase is already foreseen during
product development.
In order to reduce time-to-market, we are able to
limit a product’s functions at market launch.

5.6 Please answer the following questions concerning the adaptability of products during
the use phase.
For what purposes are products adapted today? (Multiple answers possible)
Individualization of
the product design

Improvement of existing
functions (performance increase)

Realization of
new functions

Other: __________

Fixation of
safety issues

The adaptability of
products during the
use phase is
well known from
the smartphone
market.
System updates
or upgrades
contribute
to the continuous
refinement and
individualization of
products
during the use
phase.

Lifecycle Management

Strongly
disagree

How are adaptations realized today?
Physical refinement

Modular replacement

Software updates

Firmware updates

Digital function realization
(over the air)

Other: _________
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5.7 Please state if the following events are defined in your product discontinuation
process and estimate the average time until the product is no longer available on the
market.
Event

Event is
defined

Event is
not defined

Time until product is unavailable
on the market

Communication of product
discontinuation and measures
towards customers

[months]

Communication of
last time buy

[months]

Pro-active communication of
product alternatives towards
existing customers

[months]

Reduced availability of product

[months]

Other events:
[months]

____________________

5.8 Please state if the following events are defined in your product discontinuation
process and estimate the average time from the unavailability of the product until
the time of the event.

Event

Event is
defined

Event is
not defined

Time from which product is
unavailable

Spare parts are unavailable

[months]

Product ID is no
longer administrated in
internal systems

[months]

Other events:

Lifecycle Management

____________________
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Which IT-Tools are state of the art, facilitating product managers‘ daily work in
terms of gathering, analyzing and presenting product and market related
information?

In the following part, the IT-Tools that have proven to be an effective support in the presented fields
of activity of your company’s Product and Portfolio Management will be ascertained.

6.1 Please evaluate the following statements concerning the application of IT tools in your
company.
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Workflows are digitized completely.
For the tool application, responsibility and
interfaces are clearly defined.
Regarding digitization, which department is responsible for administrating product data?
Product and Portfolio
Management

Product
Development

IT

Other: _______

6.2 Please state which tools are applied for the following tasks in your company. (Multiple
answers possible)
Centralized acquisition of internal market and competitive knowledge
No tool usage

Mind mapping tool

MS Office

Internal Wiki system

Internal knowledge data base

PLM system

Other IT-Tools: _____________________________________________________________
BigData analysis of market related data
No tool usage

Blue Yonder

Microsoft Azure

QlikView

Amazon Web
Services (AWS)

IBM Analytics (IBM
Watson)

SAP HANA Cloud
Platform

Google Cloud
Platform

Other IT-Tools : _____________________________________________________________
Documentation and management of requirements
No tool usage

MS Office

Integrity

Polarion

DOORS

Rectify

in-STEP BLUE

Visure

Other IT-Tools : _____________________________________________________________
Management of engineering documents
Server drive

Teamcenter

Dassault Systems

SAP PLM

CIM Database

Windchill

Agile (Oracle)

Solidworks

Other IT-Tools : _____________________________________________________________
Visualization of multi-variant product portfolios
No tool usage

Complexity Manager

Metus

Soley

Loomeo

KM 2002

Configit

encoway

Creation and communication of product roadmaps
No tool usage
MS Excel
Trello

Aha!

MS PowerPoint

MS Project

Asana

ProdPad

Other IT-Tools: _____________________________________________________________
Analysis and reporting of product and portfolio performance
No tool usage

Planview

MS Office

Goalscape

GenSight

Imaginatik

IT-Tools

Other IT-Tools: _____________________________________________________________

Other IT-Tools: _____________________________________________________________
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Please share some information about your Best Practice example…
Do you have an example that shows how you have already achieved exceptional
success by using a professional Product and Portfolio Management?
Possible examples include, but are not limited to:
- Successful development of new business models by increased system and application
knowledge in Product and Portfolio Management
- Increase in efficiency of essential business processes by systematically adjusting the
product portfolio
Your detailed best
practice example
supports us in narrowing
down the number to
potential Successful
Practice Companies.

In this study, we are searching for Successful Practice Companies. If you are
selected as Successful Practice Company, we will contact you to learn more about
your example.

Thank you for your participation!


Please return the completed questionnaire by using the button on the last page.



We are gladly available for a personal discussion of your suggestions or questions.



Should you be selected as Successful Practice Company, we will contact you with
more details regarding the further procedure.



After completion of the study and benchmarking phases, you will receive an
individualized analysis of the questionnaire.



For more information, follow the link below.

www.product-portfoliomanagement.com
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The team

Sebastian Schloesser, M.Sc. RWTH
Project lead
Complexity Management Academy GmbH
Campus-Boulevard 30, 52074 Aachen, Germany
Tel.: +49 241 80-28 019
Mobile: +49 151 5156 9558
Sebastian.Schloesser@complexity-academy.com

Merle-Hendrikje Jank, M.Sc.
Project member
Complexity Management Academy GmbH
Campus-Boulevard 30, 52074 Aachen, Germany
Tel.: +49 241 80-20 621
Mobile: +49 151 7292 1953
Merle.Jank@complexity-academy.com

Sebastian Barg, M.Sc. RWTH
Project coach
Complexity Management Academy GmbH
Campus-Boulevard 30, 52074 Aachen, Germany
Tel.: +49 241 80-27 392
Mobile: +49 151 4312 3503
Sebastian.Barg@complexity-academy.com

The initiators

Complexity Management Academy
The Complexity Management Academy focusses on the professional training in
complexity management, a discipline that is hard to study from theory. In addition
to open seminars and specifically designed in-house-seminars for companies, a
network of experts from diverse business sectors is steadily researching concepts
for complexity management.
http://www.complexity-academy.com

Innovation Management at the Laboratory for Machine Tools
and Production Engineering (WZL)
Across the world and for many decades now the Laboratory for Machine Tools
and Production Engineering (WZL) of RWTH Aachen University has stood for
successful and forward-thinking research and innovation in the area of production
engineering. In six different work areas, research activities not only relate to
fundamental theories and findings but also to the application of findings in an
industrial context. Furthermore, practical solutions are worked out for the
purposes of rationalizing production.
The department Innovation Management at WZL supports manufacturing
companies in their development and complexity management by consultation,
research and professional training offers.
http://www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de/de/innovationsmanagement.htm
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Please use the button below to return via e-mail to Sebastian.Schloesser@complexityacademy.com
Send via e-mail

Your contact
Complexity Management Academy GmbH
Campus-Boulevard 30
52074 Aachen
Germany

